
Results Rinse® has been formulated to maximize pet styling by tightly closing and coating the hair cuticle to 

maximize coat texture and fl uff. It enhances all coat colors and will especially leave white coats sparkling. Excellent 

for preparation of coats that require plush scissoring, or crispness.

Fluff Finish: As an alternative to heavy conditioners, add 2-3 ounces to a gallon of water. Pour slowly through 

the coat or rinse through a bathing system. Allow at least one minute of contact and rinse with tepid water.

Terrier Coats: To achieve maximum crispness and protection from damage, use instead of conditioner at 

1-2 ounces per gallon. Allow one minute of contact time and rinse. Use more if the furnishings are tangled.

Maltese/Yorkie Coats: These soft, fi ne coats easily over condition with regular products. Add 2-3 ounces to a gallon of 

water & allow one minute of contact time and then rinse. Results Rinse® will leave them light & fl uffy with maximum volume.

For Scissoring: To set up for scissoring and achieve good results, use 2-3 ounces per gallon as a fi nal rinse. 

Also try it as a spray mixed 32:1 and allow to dry into the coat. Makes a perfect crisp coat!

Restore Limp Coats: Hair that’s been over conditioned or has product buildup can become limp, stringy and 

dull. Bring it back to a pristine state by diluting 32:1 and pour through coat or rinse through a bathing system. An 

excellent companion to Showseason® Clarify or Texture shampoo.

Color Lock: After any type of color application, from blue whitener to creative coloring, this acidifying 

rinse will lock in your color treatment. After applying color & following manufacturer’s directions, use 1-2 ounces 

in a gallon of water & rinse through the coat allowing one minute of contact time.  Results Rinse® will also opti-

mize the refl ective property of any coat, making whiter whites & dazzling colors.

Persistent Odor: Use on dogs such as retriever breeds or elderly dogs that have a tendency to recurrent 

odor problems. Mix 3-4 ounces to a gallon of water and leave on 1-2 minutes for best effect. Rinse thoroughly.

Skin Problems: Use to help skin with minor undiagnosed problems such as fl akiness or sebum imbalance 

(greasiness). Use 2-3 ounces in 1/2 gallon water and leave on 2-3 minutes for optimum effect and then rinse.

Cats: When used after a proper de-greasing bath, Results Rinse® is an excellent choice for feline grooming 

as it will leave the fur light and fl uffy. 

Further Notes: This product must be diluted prior to use & is best used as a fi nal rinse. It can be used instead of con-

ditioner for the lightest, fl uffi est result or after conditioning if the coat really needs moisturizing. Applying conditioner after 

Results Rinse® may negate some of the results of the acidifying action. Continued use of any acidifying product may have a 

drying effect on the hair; if this happens, add some conditioner to your solution or spritz with Naturals® Leave-In Conditioner 

between baths or treat the coat with a good moisturizer like Showseason® Nourish or Quench Conditioners.

How To Use Results Rinse®

Ingredients: Deionized Water, Citric Acid, Polysorbate 80, Nonoxynol-9,                                         
Cocamidopropyl Betaine, Dimethicone, Fragrance, DMDM Hydantoin.
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